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Wars, the animated series featuring Ahsoka Tano, Anakin Skywalker, and the clone army in
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Ahsoka Tano , nicknamed "Snips" by her Master and known as "Ashla" after the Clone Wars,
was a. An infected Barriss attacks Ahsoka on board the TB-73. Shortly after Offee and Tano
recovered from their wounds, they were tasked with making a supply run to Mace.
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dueled Obi - Wan and Ventress, they continued through the Outer Rim, leaving a path of death
and destruction in their wake, which led to their. Ahsoka Tano , a Togruta female, was the
Padawan learner to Anakin Skywalker and a hero of the Clone Wars. Alongside Anakin, she
grew from headstrong student into a.
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